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Abstract. A generalization of the Vandermonde convolution isproved for q-binomial coef- 
ficie.t~ When specialized, it yields some well-known identities. 
§ 1. Introduction 
We prove the following theorem and briefly examine its consequences, 
especially for q -* 1. 
Theorem. l f  a I . . . . .  a n satisIy at+ l --at - O, I fo r  1 < i < n, then 
(I) 
rl 
4. 
, k o q~ n-k  
for  all q ~ 1 and  ali x, where (~')q is the Gaussian coef f ic ient  
(q~'- l)(#~-q)... (,~-- q/- ~ ) 
(q:- I ~(q~-q) ... (q/-q/- i ) 
§ 2. Proof by mrtitions 
We ~ill first show that it suffices to prove (1) for nonnegative in- 
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tears  ~. ~. a, . . . . .  a n w~th a~ < x and inf initely many q. When ( I )  is 
multipl ied by (qs_  I ) . . .  (qn_q,:~- ~). we obtain 
(21  (qx  _ ! ) . . . (qX  _qn  - 1 )= 
~.l k (q - I ) ' ' ' (qak-q k-II(qxwqal¢+ I)...(qx_qek+l+n-k--I 
it~O 
. 
Assume that (2) holds for the state~ n. at-. q. For  fixed x, n a t , . . . ,  a n , 
(2) is a polynomial  identity in q valid for inf initely many q and hence 
for all q. For  fixed q. n, ,r ~, 2n  a .  -e, i . . . . .  an -an -  t,  (2) is a poly-- 
nomial of  degree n in qa~ valid for nonnegative integral a t not ex- 
ceeding x -n+ ! and hen~:e for all q at . For f ixrd q, n. a ,  . . . .  a n , (2) is  a 
polynomial  in qX valid for integral x ;~ 2n and hence for a; I qX. 
When r and s are nonnegative integ~rs, the generating funct ion in q 
for pa~tit io,s of  a number into • distinct parts, none exceeding s, i~ 
, , ,  q~,W , ) ( ;~ .  
On multiplyir,~,g ~ I ) b~' #~nln+l), we O. *ain 
q I,,,J, 
= _~ q]lCt"~"Jtak"[ q(~.-klak,,i 
I~ k lq  I~ ~0 ~t-k lq 
L r~ng (3) to interpret Otis we obtain: 
the nra~ber o f  partit ions o f  M into n dist inct parU;, none ex- 
ceed i~ x. 
equals the ~m over 0 < i < M and 0 < k < n of  
the nut t ie r  o f  part it ions o f  i into k distinct parts, none ex- 
ceed~ a~. 
times 
the nur~.~er of  part it ions of  M- . i  into n-k  dL~tinct parts in the 
r~mge a~:~. I + I to x inclusive. 
§ 3. Proof b.o geometry 11 ? 
We will prove the result in this form. For any partition of M into n 
distinct parts, none exceeding x. let k be the largest integer such that 
there are k parts, none exceeding a k. We claim that the remaining parts 
are larger than ak+ l- If not. there are k + 1 parts, none exceeding ak+ l- 
This completes the proof. 
§ 3. Proof by geometry 
We will sketch two geometric proofs. Let X be an x-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q) and assume that the spaces A 0, . . ,  A n 
satisfy 
X~ An ~_...D_A ! ~A 0 
and 
dim(A!)= a i fOr l <i<n.  
There are two possible approaches: 
(a) count n-dimensional subspaces of  X in two ways and derive ( 1 ) or 
(b) count nonsingular linear transformations from an n-dimensional 
space V n to X in two ways and derive (2). 
To prove ( i ) by (a), let k be the largest integer such that the chosen 
space It' contains a k-dimensional subspace o fA  k. Then W n Ak+ l = 
I¢ r~ A k. The factors 
qfn- kW.ak+ I" t:) (x--at+ 1] 
n -k  ]q 
come from choosing the rest of  W, the Gaussian coefficient from 
choosing an (tz-k)-dimensional space perpendicular to 14/n A k and 
(n k){ak+ ! k) q - - from translating each of the basis vectors by elements 
of At÷ l /W n A k. 
To derive (2) by (b), let k be the largest integer such that the given 
transformation T satisfies 
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dim(A k n TV. )= k .  
Such a k exists since 
(a) 
,0< dim(A o n TVn) , 
,,~ : ,  dim(A n c~ TV n ) ,  
0,~ dim(As~ I c~ TVn) -d im(A~n TVn) .¢  1.  
Using (4) it is easy to show that there is a unique k = k (T) such that 
O~; k< n ,  
dim(A k n TVn)  - k .  
A t r~TV n =.4t+ t nT iS ,  
where An+ I = X, ~n (2) the factor (~: ½ arises from determining 
l: k = T-  z (A k n T V. ). the factor (q ak - 1} . . .  (q ak--qk- t } arises 
fr.'}m determining TV k, and the remaining/actor  arises from com- 
pleting T. 
§ 4. The binomiM 
Since (1) is true for all q ~ i, we let q + I and obtain 
Corollary. I f  a t ,  . . . .  a n .~ztisfy a~+ t -a  t = O, ! fo r  I • i < n. then 
(5) 
k=O 
This can also be proved directly by set theoretic arguments cot respond- 
ing to the geometric proofs. 
Some natural special cases of ,?5) to examine are given by 
-. [ rk+s l+ y . 
(6) a~ L-C~-- J
§ 4. The binomial case 119 
where 0 < r < t and gcd(r, t) = I. The cases t = 1, 2 lead to well known 
identities, hut for t > 2 the results appear complicated. The ca~s 
t = !, 2 are 
X = .~' + Z , a k = .V " 
a k =y+k • x=y+:+l ,  
x= 2.r ak =3' + I l k l  ' 
ak =y + [~(k+l ) l  " x=2y+ I , 
(".+') =..oZ: (0 (.;.); 
lq 
z -k  ( "+:1) -~o (':k) ("-k) ; 
2,, i [,+k i l,,+l t 
[" n ! ~,2k+ 1/ ' 
The formulas for t = 2 are obtained by combining terms in (5)  with 
equal a~'s. The q-binomial formulas given by (6) are well known for 
t = I, but appe,~r to be messy for t > I. For t = ! we have 
q= = :.  q ak = y " (=-  I ) . . .  { : -qn -  I ) 
n 
k q 
q~ = : !y  , qa¢ = qk[. r . ( : _y ) . . . ( . . . _  yq . -  i ) 
" 
= Lv-  I ~ . . . Lv - -~ ' }{:-~)...(z-q" ).
k,,O 
